
This appeal was rejected on May 13, 2011, on grounds of untimeliness.  "Reject reason 1" is that 
the appeal must be received within 30 days of the Regional Director's response.  The letter says 
that I can resubmit within 15 days of the "Date of this Rejection Notice."  

The operative dates, as shown on the face of appeal documents, are as follows:

Date of Incident: 11-20-2010, Saturday
Date of UDC findings: 11-22-2010   
Date of 1 page Trulincs written appeal document: 12-04-2011 
Date of Warden Outlaw's decision: 12-29-2010
Date of delivery of BP 10 --

(Regional Administrative remedy appeal): 01-18-2011
Date appeal signed by Stilley: 01-18-2011    
Date Regional appeal was receipted: 01-21-2011
Date placed on signed Regional decision: 03-07-2011
Date of delivery of BP 11 (Form to appeal to

National) to Stilley: 04-26-2011
Date of signature of appeal to National: 04-27-2011
Date BP 11 is stamped received: 05-04-2011
Printed date of rejection notice from National: 05-13-2011
Stamped date on rejection notice: 06-08-2011

I have asked Counselor Jackson and the secretary of the unit to verify the date of actual delivery 
of Warden Outlaw's decision.  Both deny knowledge of when it was delivered. 

However, it is undeniable that there is almost a month between the date National printed on the 
rejection form, and the stamped date of the rejection form.   How can it take a nearly a month to 
deliver such a document? 

National asks for Stilley to get staff verification on BOP letterhead that the untimely filing of this 
appeal was not the fault of Stilley.   Ms. Jackson is the one who most probably delivered the 
signed Regional decision. She says she can't say one way or another, when the document was 
delivered. 

Regional unquestionably took more than the month that they are normally allotted under the 
rules.  Nothing in the record shows that this Regional decision was timely due to an extension.  If 
that took place, it should show up in the record, so that National, and the public, can see what 
took place.  

National says that it will only accept verification of my good reason from my very adversaries, 
the  BOP  personnel.   The  BOP  is  prosecuting  this  action.   I  should  not  be  limited  to  my 
adversaries, with respect to a source of proof of the timeliness of an appeal, or good excuse for 
delay.  If my word is any good, I recall having prosecuted this appeal in a timely fashion. 

There is an additional issue, namely that of the 15 days "...from the date of this rejection notice." 
If the date of the rejection notice is the date of May 13, 2011, printed at the top of the document, 
I RECEIVED the document after the expiration of the time to act.  This cannot comport with due 
process, under anyone's definition of the term. 

You may say that this explanation and claim is also untimely based upon the June 8, 2011 date  
stamped at the bottom of the document.  However, you give us nothing but Trulincs that gives 
me a meaningful means of typing a document that is editable later.  Furthermore, if the BOP, 



with its essentially unlimited resources and personnel, cannot get a document to an inmate in 15 
days, what is the basis for expecting impoverished inmates to keep that schedule?  Plus, given 
the  delays  and  uncertainty  of  mail,  it  is  for  all  practical  purposes  impossible  to  make  a 
meaningful request for an extension of time. 

Trulincs was either wholly or mostly unavailable for over a week, near the end of the 15 day 
period calculated from June 8, 2011.  Furthermore,  due to the gross overcrowding, wretched 
building maintenance, and other factors, I was dreadfully ill not once but twice since June 8, 
2011.  I was sick early on, and then became violently ill in an outbreak that sickened many of the 
inmates in the TV room, which has been converted to living space.   

There is a much better way, and the BOP should adopt it.  Use an electronic system.  Don't try to  
create your own system, use an existing system.  Federal courts use CM/ECF, which works very 
well.  That software could be used by inmates to litigate their administrative remedies.  In that 
case, there would be no doubt about the time frames.  Notice would be given. The inmate would 
have specific and definite deadlines.  Instead of an unpredictable, expensive mail system, the 
documentation would be filed and available to the BOP, immediately after the filing.  

Inmates  would be able to file motions  for extensions of time, in a proper case,  for example 
illness.  Most of the reason for needing extensions would evaporate.  The deadlines for the BOP 
would be more  manageable.    Most of the cost  and uncertainty of the administrative,  paper 
pushing side of appeals would vanish overnight. 

I respectfully request that you reconsider and decide this appeal.  I have already suffered the 
punishment, having been denied a stay of punishment pending appeal.  Dismissing the appeal on 
technical grounds suggests that the BOP has no good answer to Appellant's arguments. 

The prison has a duty under the official standards of the American Correctional Association to 
ensure that prisoners have at least 20 minutes to eat.  See standard 4-4158, Standards for Adult  
Correctional Institutions, 4th Edition.  That's the heart of the appeal.  Why not simply order this 
prison to comply fully with this well reasoned standard for Adult Correctional Facilities?  

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Oscar Stilley

Oscar Stilley, 10579-062
os-07/05/11


